ling of rotation and convection has spawned work within full spherical shells. Such global models capture the correct geometry but are then restricted in their spatial resolution due to the limited computational resources (e.g., Gilman 1975 Gilman , 1977 Busse & Cuong 1977; Glatzmaier 1984 Glatzmaier , 1985 Glatzmaier , 1987 Gilman & Miller 1986; Glatzmaier & Toomre 1995) . Local models restrict the domain to small subsets of the global shell and can thus channel the finite computational degrees of freedom into resolving a greater spectrum of turbulent motions. One such approach includes much of the detailed physics of realistic gases and of radiative transfer in order to study the solar granulation scales by analyzing a region of modest horizontal extent and of a limited interval in depth close to the solar surface (e.g., Nordlund 1982 Nordlund , 1983 Nordlund , 1984 Nordlund , 1985 Nordlund & Stein 1990 Stein & Nordlund 1991 R=19970026862 2020 -01-20T06:45:28+00:00Z 1977 Sofia&Chan 1984; Latour, Toomre, & Zahn1981; Massaguer etal.1984; Chan& Sofia1986, 1987 Hurlburt, Toomre, & Massaguer 1984 Cattaneo, Hurlburt,& Toomre1989, 1990 Malagoli, Cattaneo, & Brummell 1990; Edwards 1990; Hossain &Mullan 1990; Porter etal.1990; Toomre et al. 1990; Cattaneo etal. 1991; Brummell et al. 1991; Rast & Toomre1993a, 1993b Bogdan, Cattaneo, & Malagoli 1994; Hurlburtetal. 1994; . These models typically deal with planarconvectively unstable layersbounded aboveand belowby impenetrable planesor regionsof stablestratification. Simulations of this type seekthe generic properties of compressible convection, anticipating that thesemay provideinsightinto turbulence achieved withinstars. Whentakingthelatteridealized approach toward stellar convection, the variousphysical processes mustbe prioritizedfor inclusion in thereduced model (cf. Brummell, Cattaneo, & Toomre 1995) . Of basic importance is thatthe density contrast across a convection zone is generally large, and therefore the compressibility of the gas and the associated stratification must be taken into account.
It has been
shown that near the upper reaches of a convection zone in a stellar envelope, the resulting fast convective flows involve pressure and density fluctuations that may be comparable to their horizontal mean values (Hurlburt, Toomre, & Massaguer 1984; , and some flows may become intermittently supersonic (Woodward et al. 1987; Stein, Nordlund, & Kuhn 1989; Malagoli et al. 1990; . Further, the fluid properties of the gases in typical convection zones are such that the scales of viscous dissipation are much smaller than those of thermal dissipation (i.e., the Prandtl number is very small), and the forcing is sufficiently nonlinear that Reynolds numbers R e for the convective motions (on even the smallest scales) is extremely large. A typical order of magnitude estimate for R e within the solar convection zone suggests values of 1012 or greater. This implies that the flows are highly turbulent in nature. Models including some degree of compressibility have existed for some time and have either been based on anelastic equations which filter out sound waves, or on the fully compressible Navier-Stokes equations. Attempting to compute flows in a fully turbulent regime is the more demanding aspect.
The number of degrees of freedom needed to represent a flow is proportional to Re 9/4, and thus even with present computational technology, the maximum resolvable Reynolds numbers remain of order l0 s . Such computations involving spatial resolution up to 10243 are sufficient for the flow to be intensely turbulent but still remain many orders of magnitude removed from physical reality within most stellar applications.
As seen recently in both laboratory and numerical experiments studying incompressible Rayleigh-Benard convection (e.g., Heslot, Castaing, & Libchaber 1987; Castaing et al. 1989; DeLuca et al. 1990; Werne et al. 1991; Werne 1993) angular velocityis constant alongcylinders parallel to the rotationaxis. A possible cause of this dilemma is that the spherical shellglobalsimulations cannotachieve sufficient spatial resolution to describe highlyturbulent motions withinthe convection zone. Computational constraints restricted the earlyglobal models to laminar or atmostmildlyturbulent flows, although newefforts areunderwaynowusing parallel computers to attainmoreturbulent flow regimes in global shells (Glatzmaier & Toomre 1995) . Fullydeveloped turbulence may transport and thusredistribute angular momentum in anverydifferent manner, withconsequences for thedifferential rotationprofile. Whether thelarge-scale cellssurviveunder morenonlinearconditions, or are replacedby other coherentstructuresthrough selforganization processes (inverse cascades) oftenseenin highlyturbulent flows, is fundamentally unclear. Similarly, thedynamical effects of theintense small-scale convection nearthesolarsurface on thefarlargercellshavenot been determined withanyconfidence. Understanding suchissues requires farmoreadvanced models ofcompressible turbulentconvection constrained byrotation. Clearly, evenwith current computational resources therearestill majorchallengesgettingadequate spatial resolutioninto global models, andthusit is necessary to turn to localmodels dealing withsmaller horizontal segments ofspherical shells.
Thecurrent series ofpapers describe theresults fromsuch a localmodel of compressible convection constrained by rotation. Thescenario is essentially thatof Cattaneo et al. (1991) : a three-dimensional, rectilinear domain, periodic in thetwo horizontal dimensions but constrained by stressfreeboundaries in thevertical, containing fully compressible, ideal gas, issubject toaheat fluxatthelowerboundary (andcooled to aconstant temperature at thetop)suchthat it convects vigorously. Theprimarymodification is that 1983 Hathaway 1984) and are currently employed by Julien et al. (1996) in the turbulent version of that problem. Pulkinnen et al. (1993) have also used a compressible version in the weakly nonlinear regime for comparison with mixing-length models (e.g., RiJdiger 1989).
This paper describes the model in some detail in § 2, and then in § 3 presents results bearing on the structure, evolution and mixing properties of turbulent convection when subject to rotational constraints. The subsequent papers will examine the generation of large-scale mean shearing flows relevant to differential rotation (Brummell, Hurlburt, & Toomre 1996, hereafter Paper II) Figure 1 . Adopting a Cartesian coordinate system with x increasing to the east, y increasing to the north and z increasing with depth (downward), it is assumed that the rotational vector 1"_ has components which depend solely on the uniform angular velocity f_0 of the sphere and the mean latitude _b, namely = (f_x, Or, f_z) = (0, f_o cos _b, -f_o sin _b).
We call this formulation a local f-plane model because of the similarities between the assumptions of this method and those of the f-plane models of geophysical fluid dynamics (GFD) (see Pedlosky 1979) . That is, it is assumed that the domain is small enough in latitudinal extent that the rotation vector is everywhere equal to its value at the mean latitude and that the layer is sufficiently shallow compared to the spherical radius that the domain may be considered flat. However, this model deviates from the typical GFD 
where Po is the density at the upper boundary, Po = (cp -c,,)T o Po, and 0 _< _ _< d.
is the polytropic index and 0 = dA/To, and these specify the temperature gradient and depth of the polytropic layer; P0 determines the total mass (per unit area) within the layer. The expressions (2a)-(2c) provide a reference atmosphere that can be used to define convenient dimensionless units, based on d as the unit of length, the isothermal sound crossing time [dE (% -c_) To] 1/2 as the unit of time, and To and P0 as the units of temperature and density. The dimensionless equations for the conservation of mass, momentum, and energy and the perfect gas equation can then be written
Here T, p, and p are the temperature, density, and pressure, u = (u, v, w 
which ensure that the mass flux and the viscous stresses vanish on the boundaries. The total mass in the computational domain is thereby conserved, and only a flux of heat is carried through the system. The equilibrium state (2) provides a useful reference atmosphere for the model from which a number of dimensionless parameters can be calculated. Three measures of stratification and depth of the layer are the pressure scale height
whose integral is the number of pressure scale heights spanned by the layer,
and the ratio of the density at the lower boundary (z = 1) to that at the upper boundary (z = 0),
The effects of compressibility become important in the nonlinear regime when )_p > 10 (e.g., Hurlburt et al. 1984) . Vol.473
Theconvective instability of the polytropic layer to disturbances is measured by the superadiabatic temperature gradient
For a fluid of nonzero viscosity and thermal conductivity, sufficient superadiabaticity is required to overcome diffusive processes for convection to ensue; that is, the Rayleigh number,
Y must exceed a critical value for instability ). This critical value, Rac, increases with the stabilizing effects of rotation (Chandrasekhar 1961) as measured by the Taylor number. This paper quotes R, evaluated at midlayer (z = 0.5) in the unperturbed polytrope and all R, considered here are amply supercritical.
The energy flux through the layer in the static state is given by
which is independent of depth. It is useful to divide F r into two contributions derived from the adiabatic and superadiabatic parts of the temperature gradient, respectively; namely
?
Fs=Fr [1-(?--l) (m+l) 17 .
(lib)
Because of the polytropic nature of the model considered here, F. can be a significant fraction of the total flux.
Equations (3a)- (3c) are invariant under the transformations
and their combination. This means, for example, that the results quoted here for the northern hemisphere of a star rotating in an counterclockwise motion (west to east) like our Sun apply equally well to a star rotating in the opposite direction, with the domain placed in the southern hemisphere, provided the x and y directions (and their associated velocities) are reversed (x increases westward, y increases southward).
Since the compressible equations operate in a left-handed coordinate system (z points downward), positive rotation in the original calculations is clockwise when viewed from above the north pole. In presenting the results here, the more familiar rotation sense of the Sun is adopted by the transform Qo _ -f_o, which is equivalently
The characteristic timescales in these problems deserve some comments.
Our unit of time corresponds to the time taken by an isothermal sound wave to propagate a unit distance along the upper boundary.
However, since sound speed c varies with depth, a vertically propagating sound wave has a crossing time in the unperturbed polytrope of
ing dimensionless parameters as ratios of timescales,
a "convective" Rossby number Ro that measures the rotational influences on the ensuing convection can be formed as the ratio of the buoyancy (convective) timescale (the reduced free-fall time), Tb, to the rotation timescale, z_. This yields
which first appeared as a parameter in Gilman (1977) . It is expected that Ro less than unity implies a significant rotational influence on the convection because in the time a buoyant fluid element traverses the fluid layer it will complete more than one inertial oscillation.
Convective states with rotational influence ranging from strong to weak are examined, corresponding to 0.7 _< Ro < 7. The more familiar definition of the Rossby number, here termed the "true" Rossby number Ro,, compares the root mean square (rms) vorticity COrmswithin the resultant convection to the planetary vorticity,
Note that R o is an external measure of the effect of rotation on the convective motion that can be determined in advance, whereas Ro, can be determined only from the results of the simulation.
It is found that the convective and true Rossby numbers are similar in value in these simulations.
The thermal relaxation time for the polytropic layer is
whereas the timescale for viscous relaxation is given by z, = zz/P,. Since low Prandtl number turbulent convection, in which shear instabilities and vortex stretching mechanisms are prevalent, is of most interest, the regime L "_ Zk '_ _ is explored.
In the current formulation, this corresponds to small Ck and small P,. However, with present computational resources, these simulations can reach at most a regime where these timescales differ in turn by about one order of magnitude. The inclusion of rotation adds another timescale to the problem, namely the inertial time 2n 2n 
RESULTS
A series of runs has been made sparsely populating the four-dimensional parameter space (R a, T_, P,, 4}) of the local model, but revealing a rich set of results. The parameters for these runs are summarized in Table 1 . All simulations were computed with an aspect ratio of 4:4: 1, with y = 5/3, and with an initial density contrast of Xp = 11 so that the layer spans roughly 5 pressure scale heights (although the layer relaxes from initial conditions to a typical value of Xp "_ 20). These initial conditions correspond to a polytrope with 0 = 10 and m = 1. The Rayleigh number is then changed by altering Ck and keeping P, small such that zc < % < zv at fixed 0, effectively changing the fluid for a given forcing. Taylor microscale,  2  combined with Ur=s. The latter length scale, defined as perature, density, and vertical vorticity fields on three horizontal slices through the domain taken near the top, at the middle, and close to the bottom of the layer. The slices are individually gray-scaled so that positive values are displayed as light tones and negative are dark (with the vertical velocity reversed for clarity since by convention w is positive downward).
The transition from a laminar surface to a turbulent interior is clearly evident, especially in the vertical vorticity fields. Near the upper surface, the vorticity is concentrated into the downflow lanes, with particular concentration at the interstices. Fig. 2 , showing horizontal (x-y) planar views of the vertical velocity w, temperature fluctuations T', density fluctuations p', and vertical vorticity oJ_near the top, middle, and bottom (positioned at depths z = 0.1, 0.5, 0.9)at the same instant within simulation T2. Darker tones represent in turn downflowing, relatively cool, relatively dense fluid, and positive (cyclonic) vorticity, and lighter tones the opposite. The laminar appearance of the convection near the surface, involving curved cool downflow lanes and broad regions of warm upflow, is replaced by finer scale turbulent structure at greater depths. Prominent cyclonic vortices with warm, partially evacuated cores occur at many of the network junctions and form coherent downflow structures which extend over the multiple scale heights of the layer. spatial characteristics of both the surface and the interior flows are significantly but subtly altered.
Evolution of Surface Networks and Dynamical Buoyancy
The instantaneous snapshots of the near-surface fields in Figure 3 already reveal apparent differences. Figure 4 shows that such structures are events during the destruction of a network junction. The small outlined boxes within the time-sequence images of Figure 4 coarsely pick out the life history of two specific examples. This evolution is presented in more detail in Figure 5, Chandrasekhar 1961) . Likewise, the width of such structures has also decreased.
Most noticeably, the tubes in the interior have become more intense and thus more distinct in structure. Figure 7 (see Plate 17) shows details of the enstrophy structure extracted from a full domain of the rotating simulation T1. The increase in the number of large-scale coherent vortices and their inertial motions engendered by the rotation leads to strong interactions between the structures, which are evident in the close-up view in Figure 7a, 473, 504) FIG. 7.--As in Fig. 6 , volume rendering of enstrophy at a typical time in the turbulent rotating simulation T1. Panel (a) shows details of enstrophy structuring within a unit cube extracted from the full domain, revealing interactions between strong vortex chimneys that merge or yield intertwined structures. The adjoining panels show enstrophy in shallow horizontal segments of full width viewed from above for (b) the upper quarter of the domain and (c) the bottom quarter. Near the top of the layer, double vortex sheets or horizontally orientated tube pairs are associated with the downflow networks surrounding the broad ascending regions of warm upflow, with prominent cyclonic vorticity again positioned at the interstices of the network. Deeper in the layer the structure of the vorticity field is more complex, involving both coherent chimneys of vortical down:flow interspersed with smaller scale intense vortex tubes at various orientations. show that such structures go shear unstable very quickly even in a quiescent background.
BRUMMELL, HURLBERT, & TOO_O_E (see

Mixin9 in the Interior
The vortex interactions enhanced by effects of rotation create interesting consequences for the mixing properties of the convection.
This can be seen in Figure 8a , which presents the mean entropy profiles with depth for simulations with varying rotational influence Ro at fixed but highly supercritical R,.
All the convection solutions involve entropy (and thermal) boundary layers at the top and bottom of the layer, with the upper ones much broader due to the greater thermal diffusivity (~1/p) there. Without the effects of rotation, the two boundary layers are joined by an isentropic interior since efficient convection serves to yield an adiabatic mean stratification, as seen for the R0 case in Figure  8a (and in Fig. 1 of Cattaneo et al. 1991) . Surprisingly, as the rotational influence is intensified (cases R1-R4), the entropy profile in the interior increasingly departs from an adiabatic stratification. This effect was previously noticed by Julien et al. (1996) Figure 9 shows the dependence of re and ro_with depth (averaged over time) for four different simulations (R0-R4) with varying R o.
Increasing the influence of the rotation reduces the peak kinetic energy ratio re in the interior and boosts r e near the boundaries (in general) toward that of equipartition (dotted lines in Fig. 9 ). The rotationally influenced flows also possess enstrophy ratios r_ which are distributed more closely around the equipartition value.
These measures confirm the visual impression of a more random orientation of the small-scale enstrophy structures in Figure 6b . ) are related to the vorticity components by
and exhibit the relative power residing in the vertical and horizontal components of enstrophy by wavenumber. Cattaneo et al. (1991) showed that nonrotating turbulent convection tended toward isotropy on the small scales, at least for the highest degrees of turbulence they could attain (Re_ _ 20; see their respectively. Any consistent perturbation of trajectories in the flow is of interest since a correlation between horizontal and vertical motions is thus generated. Such correlations provide Reynolds stresses, which are the only source terms for the generation of mean horizontal shear flows, and may also significantly affect the vertical heat flux since they reflect less direct communication between the horizontal boundaries. The presence of mean flows and the rotational influence on energy transport in the current context are discussed in subsequent papers in this series. In this paper, the structure of the convective flows that leads to such effects is addressed.
A clear expos6 of the tilting of laminar fluid trajectories appears in linear stability calculations off-plane Boussinesq convection by Hathaway, Gilman, & Toomre (1979) and Hathaway, Toomre, & Gilman (1980) . Similar treatments of compressible convection are more complex since the onset is unsteady (Jones, Roberts, & Galloway 1990) . The Boussinesq paper showed that, even in the absence of a thermal wind, the cellular boundaries of zonal (i.e., aligned along x) rolls tilt poleward, and upward (downward) motions veer to the west (east). In this linear stability analysis, the equivalent tilting of meridional rolls (aligned along y, the preferred mode at onset) in the zonal direction is suppressed by the pressure gradient in that direction. 
where unsubscripted angle brackets indicate an rms average over all space, and a t subscript indicates that this quantity is also time-averaged over many turnover times. Hathaway & Somerville (1983) reported a significant correlation (R1. 3 = -0.3) between upward and westward moving elements (uw correlations) for a case corresponding to R o = 1 at _b = 15°in their Boussinesq calculations. This correlation manifested itself as an obvious drift of the particle trajectories toward the west as they move upward and toward the east as they move downward.
A correlation existed between upward and southward motions (vw correlation) as well but was a factor of 2 smaller (RE, 3 = -0.13).
In that case, the cellular flow is composed mainly of meridional rolls but the small zonal component tilts weakly poleward and generates particle paths which are strongly slanted in the zonal direction. A lower Rossby number solution exhibited much less correlation in both R1, 3 and R2, 3 since the conservation of angular momentum is lost due to significant pressure effects (Cowling 1951) in the now completely dominant meridional rolls.
Measures
of the velocity correlations (23) for the cases under study here are included in Table 2 . The laminar solutions L1-L3
exhibit lower values of the correlation than those from Hathaway & Somerville (1983) , probably due to the larger R0(= 2.29) and the lower P,. However, as before the uw correlations are significantly larger than vw except when meridional rolls are prevalent (L3 (Brummell, Julien, & Rast 1996b) . The former will experience no acceleration due to Coriolis forces, whereas the latter will feel a force which will tend to move a particle in an inertial circle in the plane perpendicular to the rotation vector. IfR o < 1 then more than one inertial oscillation can be performed during the vertical transit and the sum of these two motions would be a spiral parallel to _.
Since this mechanism works on particle or parcel trajectories, the question is then to determine what distinguishes laminar flows from turbulent flows such that this mechanism is more obvious in the latter than the former. and is explained only briefly here. Consider solely the effect of Coriolis forces in the momentum equations (3b),
t_,pw~pu_ r . 
If the vorticity at a point is aligned along the rotational axis, then this quantity yields unity if the vorticity is cyclonic (and -1 if it is aligned but anticyclonic) .
If the vorticity is normal to the rotational vector at a point, then the value of con there is zero. Note that a random vector field will register an average value of 1/3 1
since all directions are equally likely. Table 2 (Fig. 11) , (_on)t is still close to the random value, varying by only 10% or so. This reflects the weak influence of the rotation for turbulent cases. Overall, the flow becomes largely decorrelated with only small regions of high correlation whose filling factor are not significant enough to influence a global measure significantly. Despite the small degree of alignment indicated in such measures, they at least appear to exhibit the expected direction. Figure 15a presents a plot of ogn(q_) (rms-averaged over space) which is a measure of the degree of alignment with an arbitrary unit vector defined in the plane y -z pointed at angle _b_. The figure shows this measure for various _b_between 0°and 90°f or two cases, one with strong rotation (R4) and the other with moderate (T1), both positioned at latitude 4, = 45 :' on the sphere.
If the flow were to be aligned with the true rotation vector, then this measure should peak at the latitudinal inclination of that actual rotation vector, shown as the dotted line. A typical time from the less rotationally constrained case T1 can be seen to have a peak alignment with a horizontal unit vector (_b_= 0°). This indicates little alignment with the rotation, with the directionality being mainly influenced by the horizontally orientated vorticity generated by the convective overturning.
On the other hand, a typical snapshot from the strongly rotationally constrained case R4 shows a peak alignment with a direction slightly more vertical than the actual rotation vector. This is an indication of considerable rotational alignment, with the error being forced by two mechanisms. boundaries, an influence which will show up in the global measure (_n).
To isolate the alignment more clearly, the remaining panels of Figure  15 exhibit plane-average and pointwise statistics. for the same two typical cases from R4 and TI. The higher Ro case T1 shows the measure to hover around the equipartition value (0.577, shown as the dashed line) for the majority of the interior, with a jump to the value representing vertical alignment at the boundaries (equal to sin qS, shown as the dotted line). The lower R o case R4 is also forced to have the same boundary values but shows a considerably higher degree of alignment throughout the box at each depth, with the measure only dropping toward the equipartition value near the lower boundary. However, this horizontally averaged measure never exhibits a stronger alignment anywhere in the flow than that at the boundaries where structures are forced to be completely misaligned. This is again a reflection of the small filling factor of the aligned structures in a sizable average, a problem which can only be resolved by examining pointwise measures. Figures 15c 15d show (time-averaged) histograms of the earlier measure _on evaluated over horizontal planes at each depth and then stacked, for the two cases previously considered. At any depth, a peak in the histogram at any value of _oa indicates that a large number of points are aligned to that degree. For example, in both cases, the histograms at the boundaries show a strong peak at e_n = sin (rt/4). This corresponds once again to the forced vertical alignment mismatch with the 45 '_rotation vector. However, away from the boundaries, the histograms in Figure  15c for case TI show a flat profile indicating that there are as many points aligned in one direction as in any other. Figure  15d for the strong rotation case R4, however, reveals that away from the boundaries the histogram peaks at the value of e)n = 1. More points are indeed aligned with the rotational vector at each depth than any other direction.
However, this is not a sharp peak, and thus there are still a large number of points aligned in other directions which will mask any average statistics.
To calculate the filling factor of aligned structures explicitly, the fraction of the area at any depth that is covered by points with greater than a certain degree of alignment may be measured by the quantity
where N> is the number of points with o9a > 60°and Nto t is the total number of points in any horizontal plane. For the higher R o case, T1, p(0.9) attains a maximum value of 0.11 at depth z = 0.59 (although this fraction is relatively constant throughout the interior). For the lower R o case R4 this maximum value is 0.2 at z = 0.12 (and decreases throughout the interior).
This implies that the most strongly aligned Fluid (top 10%) is contained in 11% of the area in case T1 and in 20% in case R4. The value ofz = 0.12 for R4 corresponds roughly to the edge of the thermal boundary layer. This depth may be that at which the vertically aligning influence of the boundary is no longer felt, and yet the coherence of the strong downflowing structures is still evident so that the rotation may act easily on such tubes. Once in the interior, although such structures remain somewhat coherent across the entire layer depth, they are eroded by the shear and buffeted by the turbulent motions, so that their alignment is diminished. The filling factor for these structures, however, is always small even when strong rotation is present. However, these changes in the nature of the turbulent rotating solutions have profound consequences for the mean flows that coexist with the convection, as shall be seen in Paper II. 
